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Dear Sir, 

 

I write to respond to your recent Freedom of Information request. 

 
REQUEST 

 

17 October 2012  

 

  1) How many of the students admitted were studying A Levels? 

  2) How many of the students admitted were international? 

  3) For each applicant who was unsuccessful in obtaining an interview, can I get a list of their UKCAT score, their GCSE's, 

and predicted A Level results and subjects studied. 

  4)For each applicant who was successful in obtaining an interview, can I get a list of their UKCAT score, their GCSE's, and 

predicted A Level results and subjects studied. 

  5) Can I get a list of criteria that the interviewers looked at during the interview to determine a candidates suitability? 

  6) How was the interview scored? Was it a score out of 10 by each interviewer or anything along those lines? 

  7) For each applicant who was successful in obtaining an offer, can I get a list of their UKCAT score, their GCSE's, and 

predicted A Level results and subjects studied as well as their score in the 

interview stage? 

  8) I would also like any scoring or grading system used to assess interview performance and if a form or such is provided 

to interviewers to record performance is available I would also kindly request this. This specific request is for this years 

admission cycle, ie 2012/2013. 

 10) Can I also get details of successful and unsuccessful candidates that studied the IB and their various predicted 

results and UKCAT scores? 

 

RESPONSE 

 

1) 124 students admitted had studied A-levels 

2) 12 international students 

3) This is not recorded by Admissions as the entry requirements are transparent and all candidates 

selected for interview must meet the SAME requirements. This is outlined clearly on the website 

- http://www.sgul.ac.uk/courses/undergraduate/mbbs5/entry-requirements  

For 2012 entry, this was a minimum UKCAT overall score of 2500 with 500 in each of the 4 

individual papers; AAA at A-level with a grade B in a 4th subject to AS, including Chemistry and 

Biology at A-level (or one to A-level and the other to AS), plus 2 more subjects of the applicant's 

choice (again this is not recorded); 416 points at GCSE (including Sciences as double award or 

the single sciences, English Language and Mathematics).  

 

Those who meet the above requirements are selected for interview and no distinction made 

between them. 
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4) As above - not recorded as all those selected for interview must meet minimums as indicated. 

5) Key competencies assessed at interview are:  

 

    Academic ability and intellect  

    Empathy  

    Initiative and resilience  

    Communication skills  

    Organisation and problem solving  

    Team work  

    Insight and integrity  

    Effective learning style 

 

6) Each competency tested carries a score of 5 with the total score being out of 40. 

7) All those offered a place will have met the criteria as above and for 2012 entry were required to 

achieve a minimum score of 30 overall at interview. 

8) Specific information regarding interview scoring is confidential and forms will not be provided. 

However, as above, each competency carries a score of 5 and an overall score must be met to 

be offered a place in addition to meeting the academic/UKCAT minimums as above. 

 

NB: There was no question 9 in your request. 

 

10) Unsuccessful IB candidates are not recorded by Admissions as the entry requirements are  

transparent and all candidates selected for interview must meet the SAME requirements. This is 

outlined on the website - http://www.sgul.ac.uk/courses/undergraduate/mbbs5/entry-

requirements  

 

For 2012 entry, candidates selected for interview all had to achieve a minimum UKCAT overall score 

of 2500 with 500 in each of the 4 individual papers; 665 at Higher Level and 555 to SL including 

Chemistry and Biology (both to HL or one to HL and the other to SL); 416 points at GCSE (including 

Sciences as double award or the single sciences, English Language and Mathematics).  

 

Those successful at interview (of which there were 13) would have had to achieve the above plus 

the minimum cut-off at interview already stated. 

 

Whilst writing may I advise that if you are not happy with the way in which we have handled your 

request, you can appeal by writing to the Secretary and Academic Registrar of the institution:  

Sophie Bowen 

Secretary and Academic Registrar 

St George’s University of London 

Cranmer Terrace 

Tooting 

London  

SW17 0RE 

  

The Information Commissioner has authority and responsibility under the Freedom of Information 

Act and you can contact the Information Commissioner’s Office by email at 

(data@dataprotection.gov.uk), or at the following address:  

Information Commissioner's Office 

Wycliffe House 

Water Lane  

Wilmslow 

Cheshire SK9 5AF 
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For more information see the Information Commissioner’s Office – Freedom of Information website: 

http://www.ico.gov.uk/what_we_cover/freedom_of_information.aspx 

  

May I ask you to direct future FOI requests for SGUL to myself at sdurkin@sgul.ac.uk, or to the 

generic email address FOI@sgul.ac.uk for the sake of expediency. 

 

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any further queries. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

 

 

 

 

Sheila Durkin 

Governance Manager 
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